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ABSTRACT
Social Harmony at the Boundaries of the Welfare State:
Immigrants and Social Transfers∗
The social contract of the welfare state can be strained by the arrival of immigrants who receive
welfare payments financed by citizens’ taxes. We show, however, that the presence of
unemployed immigrants receiving welfare payments is consistent with social harmony. The
social harmony, which is a consequence of a view of unemployment as a labor-market
discipline, contrasts with the social conflict predicted by Karl Marx when he proposed his earlier
version of the same explanation for unemployment. We demonstrate that a socially harmonious
policy is always feasible. Outcomes without social harmony can therefore always be suitably
amended.
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“Nationalism and xenophobia of the kind that underpinned big election gains last year for the Swiss
and Austrian far right have always existed in Europe.

What is new is the return of what was

repressed.” Ruth Dreifuss, President of Switzerland, quoted in the Herald Tribune, January 24, 2000.

1. Introduction
The welfare state can be understood as a social contract. Under the terms of
the contract, in return for taxes paid, citizens are provided with insurance by the state
against adverse outcomes during the course of their lifetimes (see Hans-Werner Sinn
1995). The social contract can however be compromised, by disincentives of high
taxes when welfare programs are financed, and by moral hazard when the welfare
expenditures are made (see Assar Lindbeck, 1994; for a critical view of the welfare
state, see Erich Weede 1998).
The boundaries of the social contract are, in particular, tested when welfare
programs provide support for unemployed immigrants. Taxpayers who accept the
social contract as providing insurance for fellow citizens might take the view that
foreign citizens are outside of the domain of the domestic contract. While means
might therefore be sought of resolving the moral hazard problems within the society,1
the presence of immigrants who receive welfare payments might be interpreted as
adverse selection in locational response to the incentives of the welfare state.
When this is the interpretation, the consequence can be social tension. Such
tensions have, in the 1990s (see the introductory quote), been reflected in election
gains in some European countries for political parties taking anti-immigrant positions.
We offer an alternative to the social tensions. We show that the social tensions can be
misplaced, and present a picture of social harmony consistent with unemployed
immigrants supported by the state.
Whether there is social tension or social harmony depends on the reason why
immigrants are perceived to be unemployed. An economic basis for social tension is
James Buchanan’s model of a Samaritan’s dilemma (1975). Buchanan describes a
kind person with a social conscience and another person whom he pre-labels a

1

Substantial attention has been directed at considering how the welfare state might be sustained. See
for example Dennis Snower (1993, 1996).

“parasite”.2 The kind person derives personal satisfaction from helping disadvantaged
people and confronts a decision whether to provide income-support for the parasite.
The “parasite” confronts the decision whether to be self-reliant and to seek
employment. The kind person derives satisfaction from assisting the disadvantaged,
and certainly does not wish to see anybody starve. The result is that the kind person
has a dominant strategy of giving, which allows the parasite to choose not to work and
to live off the kind person’s benefaction. The kind person is unhappy with this
outcome, and would prefer to give but also that the welfare recipient make an attempt
to be self-reliant.
The source of social tension is not that the Samaritan in Buchanan’s model is
obliged to give. The Samaritan likes to give (see also James Andreoni 1990 on warmglow feelings of charitable giving). The social tension is due to decision of the
parasite to take advantage of the good character of the Samaritan by choosing to
remain unemployed. Buchanan’s dilemma does not arise in a welfare state where
individuals adhere to a social norm of self-reliance and unemployment is a random
adverse outcome for the state’s citizens.3
Social tensions do not require the conditions of Buchanan’s Samaritan’s
dilemma, where some people are described as having a pre-disposition not to work.
The tensions can also be present if immigrants seek employment but fail to find jobs.
Taxpayers who fund welfare programs may still nonetheless take the view that
unemployed immigrants should seek assistance in the jurisdiction that is the domain
of their own social contract. This may of course not be possible.4

2

We may not agree with the labels placed on the players in Buchanan’s game: the parasite is a parasite
before he or she has chosen in the equilibrium of the game to be a parasite, and the Samaritan is by
nature good with reference to a story where other people are presumed to be by nature not good. We
have nonetheless retained Buchanan’s labels from his original exposition.
3
See Lindbeck, Nyberg, and Weibull (1997) for a description of a society where self-reliance through
employment is the social norm. They show that how a society fares depends on the proportion of
people in the population who adhere to the social norm.
4
The immigrants may have left less benevolent jurisdictions. See Epstein, Hillman, and Ursprung
1999.
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2. The efficiency wage and the reserve army
Social tensions are unfortunate and unappealing.

Economic theory can

fortunately present us with a more benevolent interpretation of unemployed
immigrants supported by the state -- without appeal to altruism. An appealing picture
of social harmony follows from an efficiency-wage explanation for unemployment.
Unemployment is then the outcome of the information structure of employeremployee relationships.5 Workers, whose effort is discretionary and who prefer not to
exert themselves, can be monitored by employers only at a cost. With no monitoring,
and with full employment, workers choose to shirk. To induce effort, employers pay
workers in excess of the market-clearing wage. The excess wage payment promotes
efficiency by introducing a penalty if a worker is found shirking. A worker who
through the limited monitoring that takes place is found shirking is dismissed. The
dismissed worker joins the ranks of the unemployed, and is replaced by someone who
was previously unemployed. The equilibrium is that, when faced with the anticipation
of personal loss due to transfer from employment to the unemployment pool, no
employed worker chooses to shirk.6
Karl Marx also expressed the sentiment that unemployed workers act as a
discipline on employed workers (Capital 1887, Chapter 25, Section 4).

Marx

proposed that employers maintain a “reserve army” of unemployed workers, who
when massed at the factory gates act as a discipline on the workers employed inside
the factory:
“Every labourer belongs to it (the reserve army) during the time he is only
partially employed or wholly unemployed” (p. 600).
The reserve army of the unemployed is “torment” of workers:
“The same causes which develop the expansive power of capital develop
also the labor power at its disposal. The relative mass of the industrial
reserve army increases therefore with the potential energy of wealth. But
the greater this reserve army in proportion to the active labour army, the

5

A credible model views unemployment as rent protection by insiders (see Assar Lindbeck and Dennis
Snower 1988). In the concluding section, we note the implications for social tension and social
harmony from a juxtaposition of efficiency wage and insider-outsider theories.
6
See Carl Shapiro and Joseph Stiglitz (1984) for an expanded exposition of this model.
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greater is the mass of a consolidated surplus production, whose misery is
in inverse relation to its torment of labor” (p. 603).
Marx’s view of unemployment as a discipline on employed workers is part of his
theme of conflict between workers and owners of capital. Owners of capital, as
employers, exploit workers in a conspiracy that makes workers act as disciplinarians
on their own class. Marx did not refer to an efficiency wage. He viewed workers as
receiving subsistence wages.7
Marx’s conflict between workers and owners of capital in a society disappears
when the reserve army consists of persons outside of the society’s domain. We shall
portray government as choosing immigration policy and welfare benefits to maximize
a society’s welfare defined over the utilities of the society’s national workers and
capital owners.8 Workers and capital owners seek different preferred policies, and the
social welfare function reflects the social compromise between the different outcomes
sought by the two parts of the society. Immigration policies invariably benefit owners
of capital, and the social compromise establishes the magnitude of the benefit to
domestic labor. An immigration that makes for social harmony by providing mutual
benefit to workers and capital owners exists, and so can be chosen.
We impose all taxes to finance welfare payments on employed workers – who
by appropriate policy nonetheless gain from the presence of unemployed immigrants.
A domestic employed worker can lose if displaced in employment by an immigrant.
In that case, however, the argument against immigrants cannot be that they are an
unwelcome burden on taxpayers.
We proceed as follows. In section 3 we set out an unemployment-as-discipline
model and consider the consequences of immigration. In section 4 we introduce
discretionary government policy and show that a policy that assures social harmony is
always feasible, so that, if there is not social harmony, it is because the socially
harmonious policy has not been chosen.

7

Marx’s conspiracy theory would seem to require collusion among employers to maintain the reserve
army. The modern efficiency-wage hypothesis does not require cooperation (collusion) among
employers. The discipline of the reserve army on employed workers arises from non-cooperative Nash
behavior among employers.
8
Some possible outcomes may however oblige us to interpret policy as reflecting electoral rather than
social welfare objectives.
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3. The Model
We adopt standard conditions that provide a stationary structure for an
efficiency-wage model. A population consists of owners of capital and workers.
Workers consist of NL nationals and NF immigrants. Workers are risk neutral and
averse to effort.

A worker’s utility function is separable and linear in private

consumption provided by the wage w and in the level of effort e,
U(w, e) = w – e .

(1)

The effort choice is dichotomous: effort is either zero or a positive level. A worker
who is unemployed receives benefits of wo from the state, and has no need to exert
effort so e = 0.

Welfare payments are the same for nationals and immigrants. An

immigrant has greater expected income than in the country he or she has left.9
A worker of type j (j=F, L) has a probability of pj of leaving employment for
exogenous reasons that do not depend on the employer. Such a worker enters the
unemployment pool. All workers maximize present discounted utility, with a rate of
time preference r>0. The model is set in continuous time. The only choice that a
worker is required to make is selection of effort e. A worker who does not shirk
performs at a customary level of effort for the job, receives the wage w, and retains his
or her job until exogenous factors cause a separation. Employers imperfectly monitor
the effort of workers.

A worker who chooses to shirk is detected and fired with

probability per unit of time q.
Ve(s,j) and Ve(n,j) are expected lifetime utilities of an employed worker of type
j when shirking (s) and when not (n). Vu is the expected lifetime utility of an
unemployed person.
For a shirker,
r Ve (s, j ) = w − ( p j + q )(Ve (s, j ) − Vu )

(2)

and for a non-shirker,
9

In this model the state observes individual outcomes and distributes income for private consumption.
The model therefore abstracts from the role of the state in providing public goods. If immigrants are
poorer on average than national residents, there are also implications the burden of voluntary provision
of public goods (see Kai Konrad 1994).

5

r Ve (n, j ) = w − e − p j (Ve (n, j ) − Vu )

(3)

From (2) and (3), we have:
Ve ( s, j ) =

w + ( p j + q )Vu ( j )

(4)

r + pj + q

and
Ve (n, j ) =

(w − e) + p jVu ( j )
r + pj

.

(5)

A worker will choose not to shirk, if and only if expected lifetime discounted utility is
greater when not shirking than when shirking: that if and only if Ve (s,j) ≤ Ve(n,j). No
shirking takes place if

w ≥ r Vu ( j ) +

(r + p

j

+ q)

q

e

(6)

This is the non-shirking condition.
~

Firms’ production functions are f ( K , L) where K is available capital and L is
the number of employed workers. Owners of capital (or employers) gain when more
workers are employed.10 Demand for workers is given by their value of marginal
product, and is a decreasing function of the wage w. An equilibrium is defined as an
outcome where owners of capital, taking as given wages and employment levels at the
other firms, find it optimal to offer the going wage rather than a different wage. That
is, there is a Nash equilibrium in wages paid by employers.

The sole variable

determining employers’ decisions is the disciplining of employed workers through Vu,
the expected utility of being an unemployed worker.
Since all unemployed workers receive the same welfare benefits wo, Vu is
common to all employees. An unemployed person’s utility is thus independent of the
identity of his or her previous employer. Hence
rVu ( j ) = w0 + k j (Ve ( j ) − Vu ( j ))

10

Because of diminishing marginal product of labor.
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(7)

where kj is the rate at which workers who are unemployed find jobs and Ve(j) is the
expected utility of an employed worker of type j, which in equilibrium equals to

Ve(n,j). Substituting (7) into (5), we obtain
rVe ( j ) =

(w − e)(k j + r ) + wo p j
kj + pj + r

and rVu ( j ) =

(w − e )k j + wo (r + p j )
kj + pj + r

(8)

Then, substituting (8) into (6), we determine that worker j will not shirk if

w ≥ wo + e +

e
(k j + p j + r ).
q

(9)

The efficiency wage is defined as the lowest wage that satisfies (9). Such a wage is
sufficiently high that it is not worthwhile for an employed worker to shirk.
From (9), we see that the efficiency wage increases: (1) as the probability of
detection q decreases; (2) the greater is effort e; (c) the higher is the quit rate, pj; (3)
the higher is the rate of time preference r; (4) the higher are welfare or unemployment
benefits wo; and (5) the higher the flows out of unemployment kj.
To express the efficiency wage as depending on the level of unemployment,
we denote by Lj total employment of individuals of group j and by Nj the total
potential labor supply of group j, with NL > NF. In a stead-state, the flow into the
unemployment pool for each of the groups is pj Lj. The flow out of unemployment
per unit of time is Kj (Nj - Lj). Since these must be equal,
kj = pj

Lj
N j − Lj

(10)

The probability of job loss independent of the employer’s decision quit rate, pj,
is an increasing function of the rate of employment L/N where N=NL+NF and

L=LL+LF. This is so, since the higher is employment (or the lower is unemployment),
the more willing is a worker to leave a job for extraneous personal reasons. We can
thus express the separation rate pj as an increasing function of employment,

æLö
pj = f jç ÷
èN

æ æLöö
∂çç f j ç ÷ ÷÷
èN
such that è
>0
æLö
∂ç
èN
7

(11)

Now substituting for pj from (11) into (10) and then into (9), we obtain that the
condition that a worker of type j will not shirk as
w ≥ wo + e +

ö
Nj
e æç æ L ö
fjç ÷
+r
q çè è N (N j − L j )

.

(12)

The equilibrium efficiency wage is then the wage where (12) holds with equality.
We see that immigration affects the efficiency wage through

æ L ö æ ∂ L N − L ö÷
∂ f j ç ÷ çç
÷
Nj
∂w
e
è N è ∂ NF
≥
=
2
N
L
∂ NF q ∂ NF
−
j
j
N

(

)

(13)
æLö
∂ f jç
Nj
e
è N (η − 1 )L
=
N j −Lj
q ∂ NF
N2

(

)

η is here the elasticity of the aggregate employment with respect to the
potential work force.11 In the efficiency-wage model, η < 1 : that is, the number of
employed workers cannot increase proportionately more than an increase in the
total potential workforce.
Hence an increased presence of immigrants implies greater unemployment.
Immigration thereby enhances the disciplining effect of the reserve army (to use
Karl Marx’s term), and in (13) the efficiency wage falls. We have our first
conclusion about immigration:

Proposition 1

The willingness of local workers to exert effort increases with the number of
immigrants.
Proposition 1 expressed the consequence that increasing the number of
immigrants offering themselves for employment in the economy increases the cost of

11

η =

∂N
∂L N ∂ N ∂L N
=
=1 .
while
∂ NF L ∂ NF ∂ N L
∂ NF
8

shirking to local workers, because of the lower probability of finding a new job if an
employed worker is fired. The lower equilibrium wage consistent with non-shirking
is demonstrated in figure 1, which shows the demand function for workers D and the
original pre-immigration willingness-to-exert-effort function E. An increase in the
number of immigrants shifts the willingness-to-exert-effort function downward to E1.
After the downward shift in this function, for any value of L, the efficiency wage w is
lower.

Welfare benefits

We now establish how welfare benefits affect the equilibrium. Suppose that

æ L ö f j (L )
pj = f jç
=
,
N
èN

(14)

so that the steady-state relationship (10) is
kj =

fj

Lj

(15)

N (N j − L j )

Substituting for kj from (14) into (9) indicates that a worker of type j will not shirk if
w ≥ wo + e +

ö
Nj
e æç
fj
+r
q çè (N j + N i )(N j − L j )

∀ j ≠ i and j , i = L, F

(16)

The two equations represented by (16) imply a willingness-to-exert effort function for
immigrants
LF = N F −

NF fF e

N (q w − qwo − e r − e q )

(17)

and for nationals
LL = N L −

NL fL e

N (q w − qwo − e r − e q )

(18)

Adding, we have the aggregate function
L = L L + LF = N −

(N

L

f L + N F f F )e

N (q w − qwo − e r − e q )
9

(19)

From equation (9), we know that q w − qwo − e r − e q > 0 . In (19), we accordingly
observe that the positive relation between efficiency wage w and willingness-to-exerteffort that underlies the efficiency wage hypothesis. We also observe, perhaps not
unexpectedly, that the higher are welfare payments, the lower is willingness to exert
effort.

Labor-market equilibria

From (17) and (18):
NL fL e
∂ LL
=
> 0
2
∂ NF
N (q w − qwo − e r − e q )

(20)

∂ LL
NF fL e
= 1− 2
> 0
∂ NL
N (q w − qwo − e r − e q )

(21)

and

Looking at figure 1, we see that, before the arrival of immigrants, the number
of employed local workers was LL0 with an efficiency wage of w0. The presence of NF
immigrants increases local workers’ willingness-to-exert effort, and the equilibrium
wage falls from w0 to w1, with L1 the new equilibrium aggregate willingness-to-exert
effort function.
The lower wage affects demand for labor, and also affects effort.
Employment responds to the respective elasticities. When effort does not decline
precipitously in response to the lower wage, and when demand for labor is sufficiently
elastic, employment increases.12 In Figure 1, employment of local workers increases
from LL0 to LL1. The increase in employment benefits national workers. Suppose that
national workers have priority in exit from the disciplining unemployment pool.
Then:

12

Completely inelastic demand would of course allow for no increase in employment, nor would an
extreme effort response. See the appendix.

10

When more immigrants arrive and populate the reserve army, they “push” national
workers out of the reserve army into employment – although employment is at a lower
wage (otherwise they would not have been demand for the additional employment).

The financing of welfare benefits

We now specify how welfare benefits are financed. Suppose the benefits are
financed by taxation of employed labor. With the same welfare benefits wo paid to
local and immigrant workers, the tax per employed worker to finance the welfare
payments is:13
Tax =

( N − L) w
L

o

=

( N L + N F − LL − LF ) w
LL + LF

o

(22)

Employed workers do not shirk if
ö
NL
N −Lö
eæ æ L ö
æ
w ≥ wo ç1 +
+r
÷ + e + çç f L ç ÷
L
q è è N ( N L − LL )
è

(23)

An increase in the number of immigrants affects the efficiency wage through:
ææ
ö
∂L ö
∂L
ö
ç çç1 −
÷÷ L −
( N − L ) ÷ æç ∂ f L æç L ö÷ ∂ L N − L
÷
∂N
çè ∂N
÷ eç
NL
∂w
N ∂N
è
÷
= wo ç
+
÷
2
2
ç
∂ NF
( N L − LL ) ÷
L
N
ç
÷ qç ∂ N
÷
ç
÷
è
è
(24)
æ
ö
æLö
ç ∂ fL ç ÷
NL
æ (1 − η )L ö e ç
è N L(η − 1)
= wo ç
÷+ ç
2
2
( N L − LL )
∂ N
q
N
è L
ç
è
There are two countervailing effects on willingness of workers to exert
effort.14

13

More immigrants increase the tax levied on employed workers, which

There are N - L = (NL + NF – (LL+LF)) unemployed workers and (LL+LF) employed workers.

æLö
∂ fLç
è N > 0 and η < 1 .
14
Since
∂N
11

reduces willingness-to-exert effort. However, as the number of immigrants increases,
the threat of dismissal to local workers increases, which increases employed workers’
willingness to exert effort.
A necessary and sufficient condition for immigration to increase the
willingness of the local individuals to exert effort is
æ
ö
æLö
ç ∂ fL ç ÷
NL
∂w
æ (1 − η )L ö e ç
è N L(η − 1)
<0
= wo ç
÷+ ç
2
2
( N L − LL )
∂ NF
q
∂ N
N
è L
ç
è

(25)

We therefore establish an upper bound to welfare benefits consistent with
more immigrants increasing willingness-to-exert effort; that is, an upper bound to
more immigrants increasing the discipline on employed workers. Welfare benefits
cannot exceed
æ
ö
æLö
ç ∂ fL ç ÷
2
NL
e
èN æ Lö
wo < ç
ç
÷
q ç ∂ N è N ( N L − LL )
ç
è

.

(26)

Clearly, welfare benefits that are too high blunt the disciplining effect of an increase in
the size of the reserve army. The taxes levied on employed workers to finance welfare
payments also at the same time make effort exertion less attractive. 15
We can establish a lower bound to welfare benefits w as the payment required
for the location be sufficiently attractive to immigrants; otherwise, they would not
emigrate, or would go elsewhere to receive welfare benefits.
The lower and upper bounds to welfare payments establish the condition that
ensures that more immigrants will increase effort-willingness:16
æ
ö
æLö
ç ∂ fLç ÷
2
NL
e
èN æ Lö
w < wo < w = ç
ç ÷
ç
q
∂ N è N ( N L − LL )
ç
è

15
16

See the appendix.
See the appendix.
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(27)

We can summarize:

Willingness to exert effort is contingent on the taxes that are paid to finance welfare
payments; if welfare payments are in the range determined by (27), immigration
increases discipline on employed workers.

Increased immigration increases the number of employed immigrants, as well
as the number of unemployed immigrants who receive welfare benefits:
æ
ö
æLö
ç ∂ fLç ÷
÷
NL
∂w
eç
N
è
÷
=
ç
(
)
∂ NF
∂N
q
N L − LL ÷
ç
÷
è

æ L2 ö
2 çç 3 (η − 1)
èN

.

(28)

Increasing the number of immigrants also increases the proportion of unemployed
workers in the total population.
We now have two further conclusions:

If welfare benefits are sufficiently high, or the number of immigrants is sufficiently
large, immigrants displace the local employed population.
The upper bound on welfare benefits decreases with the number of immigrants.

Low welfare benefits for immigrants

Unemployed immigrants choose to stay in the country only if welfare benefits
exceed w . If opportunities elsewhere are not attractive, and immigrants receive
differentially low welfare benefits, immigrants may be placed in a position of offering
to join the labor force at any wage offered. National workers, if they receive higher
welfare benefits, at the same time do not mind being unemployed as much as
immigrants. From equation (12), national workers’ willingness-to-exert-effort is a
function of the efficiency wage: LL = v L (w) .

The total willingness-to-exert-effort

function is the aggregate of the local labor force plus immigrants now willing to work
at any wage,

Ls = LL + LF = v L (w) + N F
13

(29)

where NF is the number of immigrants. The increase in labor supply due to the
presence of immigrants decreases the equilibrium efficiency wage and now also

decreases employment of local workers.

There is now no source of gain from

immigration for national workers. We conclude:

If welfare benefits for immigrants are discriminately low, immigrants displace local
workers in employment, and national workers cannot gain from immigration.

4. Policies

We now consider the choice of policies. Governments can choose welfare
payments, and the number of immigrants who are legally present and qualify for
welfare benefits.17 We can suppose that policy is chosen to maximize social welfare

W = W (U k , E L (V ))

(30)

where Uk is the utility of capital owners and EL (V) is the expected utility of national
workers.
We shall presently observe, however, that (30) need not be interpreted as
social welfare. If policies are not beneficial to both labor and owners of capital, then

W can have the interpretation of political support.
Both capital owners and workers have positive social (or political) weights:
WEL =

∂ W (.)
∂ W (.)
> 0 , WU k =
>0
∂ EL
∂U k

(31)

The utility of immigrants is not included in W. The number of immigrants is
rather a policy decision affecting the utilities of national residents. We can view
immigrants are better off as a consequences of their presence. Their presence is

17

The phenomenon of illegal immigration (see for example Ethier 1986, Djajić, 1997) indicates that
government is not always able to regulate immigration. Legality is however a requisite for receipt of
welfare benefits. See also Hillman and Weiss (1999) on “permissible illegality”; Hillman and Weiss
propose sectoral confinement of immigrants as a reason for selective enforcement of immigration
regulations. Exclusion from welfare benefits may be another reason for a policy of allowing illegal
immigrants to remain illegally present.
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voluntary, and, whether employed or recipients of welfare payments, their incomes are
higher than in the locations they have left.

The preferred policies of employers
We saw in the previous section that, as the number of immigrants increases,
the wage decreases and employment increases.18 However, also, for any level of
welfare benefits, there is an upper bound to the number of immigrants who act as a
discipline on employed workers. This upper bound decreases with the number of
immigrants.19
The utility of capital owners is increased by immigration, but within limits.
We have seen that increasing welfare payments decreases workers’ willingness to
exert effort, because of the increased tax burden on workers.20

The decreased

willingness to exert effort is to the disadvantage of owners of capital. Indeed, other
effects aside, owners of capital, even though they do not finance the unemployment
benefits, prefer zero welfare benefits, to maximize the discipline of unemployment on
employed workers.
Employers therefore wish welfare benefits to be as low as possible, which is
the lower bound set by the reservation income of immigrants i.e. w0 = w . Employers
also seek maximal presence of immigrants, which requires w = w0 ≤ w .

Hence

employers seek a welfare-benefits policy of w = w0 = w . The preferred policies of
capital owners are indicated at point A in figure 3, where welfare benefits are set at w
and the number immigrants is such that w = w .21

The preferred policies of national workers
The expected utility of a national worker is
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From equation (25).
See equation (28).
20
See equations (12) and (16).
21
See equations (19) and (23). Since capital owners in practice themselves finance part of the welfare
payments through taxes, this preference for the lower bound of welfare payments is reinforced.
19
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é
ù1
N −L
æ
ö
E L (V ( w, e)) = ê Pr j ç w * − wo
− e ÷ + (1 − Pr j ) w0 .
L
r
è
ø
ë

(32)

Prj is here the probability of a national worker having a job with a wage of w* thus
N−L
æ
ö
having utility ç w * − wo
−e .
L
è

A national worker is unemployed with probability (1-Prj), in which case he or she
receives benefits of w0 and exerts no effort (e=0). The probability that a local worker
is employed is, in the steady state, equal to the proportion of employed persons in the
labor supply,
*

L
Pr j = L .
NL

Workers’ preferred policies at B are established by

E L (V ( w, e))
E L (V ( w, e))
= 0 and
=0 .
∂ wo
∂ NF
The probability of being employed depends on welfare benefits and the number of
immigrants.22 Welfare benefits sought by national workers satisfy w < w0 < w , with a
positive number of immigrants.23 The preferred policies of national workers are
shown in figure 3 at point B, which shows the higher welfare benefits and fewer
immigrants sought by workers compared to owners of capital.

The contract curve
Looking again at A and B, we see that capital owners seek more immigrants
than national workers and lower welfare benefits; they desire more immigration
because of their direct benefit from a greater reserve army and the greater employment
made possible by immigration; and they want lower welfare benefits because they
wish to have greater worker discipline from the threat of unemployment. Workers
wish to have lower immigration, because their benefit lies in their increased
probability of their own employment (capitalists do not care who is employed,
22
23

From (18) and (19).
This is in an interior solution.
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national workers or immigrants); and workers wish to have higher welfare payments
because there are states of the world in which they are unemployed. The utility of
national workers declines with departures from the point B. Likewise, the utility of
owners of capital declines with departures from the point A. The contract curve
joining A and B is described by

∂ U k (.)
∂ E L (V (.))
∂ W (.)
=0
+ WU k (.)
= WE L (V (.))
∂N F
∂N F
∂ NF

(33)

∂ U k (.)
∂ E L (V (.))
∂ W (.)
=0
+ WU k (.)
= WE L (V (.))
∂w0
∂w0
∂ w0

(34)

and

A government maximizing W will choose a point along AB. The point chosen will
indicate the social compromise, and will reflect the social weights of the two parts of
the society.

Immigration policy when welfare benefits are pre-determined
We can take welfare payments as pre-determined by social norms that define
the responsibility of government to its citizens. We denote the pre-determined welfare
benefits as w0’. Then, with these welfare benefits, at a given level of social welfare,
dW =

∂ W (.)
∂ W (.)
dE L ( V ( N F , w0 ' )) +
d U k ( N F , w0 ' ) = 0
∂ U k ( N F , w0 ' )
∂ E L ( V ( N F , w0 ' ))

(35)
and
∂ W (.)
d E L ( V ( N F , w0 ' ))
∂ U k ( N F , w0 ' )
=−
<0 .
∂ W (.)
d U k ( N F , w0 ' )
∂ E L ( V ( N F , w0 ' ))

(36)

In Figure 4 we show a utility-possibility frontier derived from the contract
curve. Movements from the origin along the frontier indicate increased numbers of
immigrants. Along the segment OB, national workers and owners of capital both
benefit from increased presence of immigrants. Point B in figure 4 corresponds to B
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in figure 3, where the number of immigrants maximizes national workers’ expected
utility. Beyond B, the expected utility of workers declines.
The utility of capital owners continues to increase, however, beyond B. Figure
4 shows two possibilities for capitalists’ preferred immigration at the points A1 and
A2.
When the utility-possibility frontier is OBA1, the policy choice is at a point
such as C1, where workers and owners of capital have both gained from the presence
of the immigrants. When the utility-possibility frontier is OBA2, there exist both
mutually beneficial policies and also policies where owners of capital gain but
workers lose from immigration. A policy choice at C2 provides mutual gain and
social harmony. The policy choice at C3 results in excessive immigrants for national
workers (whose expected utility has declined relative to the no-immigration origin).
If OBA1 is the utility-possibility frontier, we can interpret a government as
maximizing social welfare at C1. Similarly, if OBA2 is the utility-possibility frontier, a
policy choice at C2 is also consistent government as maximizing social welfare. A
policy choice at C3 is not consistent with social welfare maximization, since the policy
chosen has decreased welfare of some of the government’s citizens (the workers).
A policy choice at C3 is consistent with positive social weight on the utility of
workers. If workers did not have positive weight, the policy chosen would be yet
greater immigration, at the preferred policy of capital owners A2.
If however C3 is the chosen policy, we may prefer not to view the government
as maximizing social welfare, since the utility of workers has declined because of the
policy decision. Such a policy may be more consistent with an interpretation of W a
political-support objective rather than a social welfare objective.
Whether a government is maximizing the social welfare of its population or
maximizing political support from domestic constituencies, the choice of the number
of immigrants present is greater than the number of immigrants sought by national
workers (at the point A). Workers can be expected to complain that there are too

many immigrants.

Nonetheless workers have gained from the presence of the

unemployed immigrants.
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We conclude:

When the policy issue is how many immigrants on welfare should be present, neither
workers nor owners of capital are satisfied with a social-welfare maximizing or
political-support maximizing policy. Workers and capital owners can however be in
social harmony on the issue whether unemployed immigrants receiving welfare
payments should be present.

Furthermore:

If the policy decision results in an outcome where workers and owners of capital are
not in social harmony on the issue whether unemployed immigrants on welfare should
be present, there exist policy options that permit social harmony to be achieved.

5. Concluding remarks

When unemployment is an involuntary consequence of efficiency wages, some
people have the fate to have no economic role other than to act as an efficiency
discipline on employed workers. Karl Marx viewed this disciplining mechanism as an
employer conspiracy; in the modern efficiency-wage version of the unemployment-asdiscipline argument, the discipline is the outcome of Nash equilibrium among
employers. We have considered the logical implications when immigrants arrive in a
society and compose (disproportionately) the disciplining reserve army.
We have not been able completely to suppress overtones of Marx’s conspiracy
against labor. Elements of the Marxian conspiracy remain present, since policy
outcomes benefiting owners of capital at the expense of labor may be feasible.
Nonetheless, policies exist that permit national workers to benefit from the presence
of immigrants on welfare, even if national workers themselves exclusively finance
welfare payments. If there is not social harmony, policies are therefore feasible that,
by providing mutual gain for national workers and owners of capital, can ensure an
outcome of social harmony. Our model of social harmony is an alternative to the
19

more socially divisive perspective on the same circumstances offered by the
Samaritan’s dilemma.
An alternative to both the Samaritan’s dilemma and to the unemployment-asdiscipline model is the insider-outsider model, which describes unemployment as due
to rent protection by employed labor.24 We can suppose that Karl Marx would have
been prepared to consider the plausibility of the insider-outsider hypothesis, with its
collusive division of capitalist rents.

He would however perhaps have been

uncomfortable with the lack of worker solidarity in the model, where employed
workers exploit unemployed workers. The efficiency-wage explanation, which takes
the view that unemployment is due to rent protection for owners of capital, is entirely
consistent with Marxian theory. There is more optimism in the efficiency-wage model
than in Marx, since the discipline provided by the reserve army leads employed
workers to receive higher wages and to work more productively.
Since immigrants are voluntarily present to populate the disciplining reserve
army, our model has no place for claims of exploitation. In the model, as we can
suppose to the case in practice, unemployed immigrants are better off unemployed and
receiving welfare payments in their new location than they would be back in their
home countries; otherwise they would not have emigrated.25

The unemployed

immigrants have improved their well-being. We have established that conditions exist
whereby unemployed workers are better off, and owners of domestic capital are
certainly better off. Hence the social harmony.
Finally, fairness to Buchanan and his Samaritan-parasite game requires us to
observe that our model of social harmony presumes that immigrants wish to work but
are involuntarily excluded from employment in the efficiency-wage unemployment
equilibrium. Evidence that the immigration reflects locational adverse selection and
that immigrants do not intend to work but arrive with the sole intent of enjoying
welfare benefits, would compromise our model of social harmony, and would
resuscitate Buchanan’s socially less appealing model. Since immigrants could not be
a credible efficiency-enhancing discipline in the domestic labor market.
24

The efficiency-wage and insider-outsider theories are not logically contradictory. See Lindbeck and
Snower 1991.
25
We have not considered emigration that is due to force-majeure in the home country. On involuntary
emigration for economic reasons, see for example Epstein, Hillman, and Ursprung (1999).
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Appendix

We here derive the conditions under which increasing the number of
immigrants results in an efficiency-wage equilibrium where wages fall and the number
of local employed workers increases. The local willingness-to-exert-effort function
depends upon the wage level and the willingness-to-exert-effort function of
immigrants: LL ( w, LF ) . The willingness-to-exert-effort function of the immigrants

depends on the wage level and the number of immigrants entering the country, a:
LF ( w, a ) . It is the case that increasing the wage increases willingness-to-exert effort

of both the local workers and of the immigrant. Moreover, increasing the number of
immigrants increases the local willingness-to-exert-effort function and increasing the
number of immigrants entering the country increases the willingness-to-exert-effort
function of the immigrants. Thus,

and

Lw =

~
∂L (w, LF )
∂LL (w, LF )
> 0;
> 0; LF = L
∂ LF
∂w

Fw =

∂L (w, a )
∂LF (w, a )
> 0.
> 0 and Fa = F
∂a
∂w

In equilibrium the demand for labor, D(w), equals the aggregate willingness-to-exert
effort:

LL (w, LF ) + LF (w, a ) = D( w)

(A1)

The total differential of (A1) with respect to the number of immigrant is:

Lw

d w ~ dF
dw
dw
+ LF
+ Fw
+ Fa = Dw
da
da
da
da
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(A2)

where F=LF( w,a) and Dw =

∂ D( w)
< 0.
∂w

Rewriting the equilibrium condition (A2):

~

LF Fa + Fa
dw
<0
=
d a Dw − Lw − Fw

(A3)

Thus: increasing the number of immigrants decreases the equilibrium wage.

We now consider the effect of a change in number of immigrants on the
equilibrium size of the local employed workforce:
~
dL
dw ~ æ dw
ö dw æ
ö ~
= Lw
+ LF ç Fw
+ Fa ÷ =
L
+
L
F
ç w
F
w ÷ + L F Fa
da
da
da
da è
è

(A4)

Using (A3) together with (A4) we obtain:
~

L F + Fa
dL
= F a
da Dw − Lw − Fw

~
æ
ö ~
ç Lw + LF Fw + LF Fa
è

(A5)
~

L F + D w La L F
= w a
Dw − Lw − Fw

The denominator is negative. So in order for an increase in the number of immigrants
to increase the equilibrium number of local employed workers, we require that:
~

Lw Fa + Dw La LF < 0

(A6)

Rewriting (A6) we have:

η

S
L

Fa
~

< −η

La L F
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D

(A7)

where η

S
L

is the elasticity of the willingness-to-exert effort and η D is the elasticity of

demand (which is negative). Equation (A7) describes whether an increase in the
number of immigrants increases the number of local employed workers. The outcome
is ambiguous, and depends on the elasticities of demand and willingness-to-exerteffort function. If (A7) does not hold, increasing the number of migrants will decrease
the number of employed local workers; although the decrease in the number of
employed workers will be lower than the increase in the number of immigrants.
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